
On “Big Aid” (top-down, government to government aid)
From the preface to Dead Aid: Why Aid is Not Working and How There is a Better Way for Africa, by Dambisa

Moyo

…Why do the majority of Sub-Saharan countries 'flounder in a seemingly never-ending cycle of
corruption, disease, poverty, and aid-dependency', despite the fact that their countries have received
more than US $300 billion in development assistance since 1970. The answer she gives is that African
countries are poor precisely because of all that aid. Despite the widespread Western belief that 'the rich
should help the poor, and the form of this help should be aid', the reality is that aid has helped make the
poor poorer, and growth slower. 'Aid has been, and continues to be, an unmitigated political, economic,
and humanitarian disaster for most parts of the developing world.' In short, it is (as Karl Kraus said of
Freudianism) 'the disease of which it pretends to be the cure'.

...Between 1970 and 1998, when aid flows to Africa were at their peak, the poverty rate in Africa actually
rose from 11 percent to a staggering 66 percent.

Why? The receipt of concessional (non-emergency) loans and grants has much the same effect in Africa
as the possession of valuable natural resources: it's a kind of curse because it encourages corruption and
conflict, while at the same time discouraging free enterprise...

...the influx of aid can undermine domestic saving and investment.  For example, consider  the African
mosquito net manufacturer who is put out of business by the well-intentioned aid agencies doling out
free nets.

...'What if, one by one, African countries each received a phone call...telling them that in exactly five years
the aid taps would be shut off—permanently?'

On empowering the local economy
From Don't Help Me, Trust Me -Your African Coffee Producer, NYU Development Research Institute

Since every pound of African coffee we buy in the US relies upon dozens of formal and informal contracts
between farmers, packagers, exporters and retailers, the “culture of contracting” matters. And contracts
rely on interpersonal trust between strangers each pursuing his or her own self-interest.

Trade sets off a positive feedback loop: In Uganda, the more local producers sell their coffee to strangers,
the more they will trust new buyers. The more buyers receive good quality the more they will trust, and
look for, coffee from Uganda. Trade induces more trade.But does aid induce more trade?

Aid flows tend to create dependency and weaken the incentives for people to engage in business and
trade, economic activities that rely upon contracts. Where aid triggers rent-seeking activities like
corruption or fraud, it is also likely to reduce trust among strangers.

Trade and aid affect values in opposite ways. This implies it’s the business relationships—not the
handouts—that help African farmers in the long run. Getting investors and retailers to look beyond
Uganda’s image as war-torn playground of Idi Amin or Joseph Kony has been incredibly difficult. If we
treat [African people] like entrepreneurs, people with dignity and self-respect…we might find that we
have a different set of results.
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Planners versus Searchers....
William Easterly, The White Mans Burden

Planners may provide money or things that are already available in the local economy like
clothing, supplies, sometimes food, etc. Planners may provide top-down big aid to
governments...planners may think that they have to be DOing something

Searchers may provide jobs, income, education/training...disaster/emergency relief...access to
water....construction services providing buildings that will boost the local economy and
livelihood like churches, schools, clinics....true searchers are willing to just BE and not DO

Good aid vs. bad aid....TOMS Shoes versus Sseko Designs, World Bicycle Relief

Questions to ask when trying to determine good aid vs. bad aid:

● Is the impact this organization is making sustainable/long-lasting?
● Is this organization confronting poverty at its root cause or providing a band-aid? If the latter,

what is the root cause that they could work toward instead?
● Is this organization benefiting or taking away from the local economy?
● Is this organization approaching aid from a top-down or bottom-up approach? If you read

Easterly, are they Planners or Searchers?

Development community mantra: Good Intentions Are Not Enough

“All the wickedness in the world which man may do or think is no more to the mercy of God than a live coal
dropped into the sea”. -William Langland

Here’s some other good consumer charity-based companies if you want to shop well:

Nisolo Shoes (shoes handmade in Peru)
Oliberte Shoes (shoes handmade in Ethiopia)
Kianga Project (jewelry, accessories made through CHM by people living with HIV)
Edun Clothing (high-end clothing made in Africa)
Awava Market (clothing, accessories, jewelry, home goods made in Uganda)
RED DIRT Shop (locally based company, iPhone cases, profits benefit Water.org)


